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STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF SETTLEMENT
OF INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS

On June 2, 2010, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (“IBEW”),

representing more than 5,000 FirstEnergy employees, filed a Petition to Intervene in this

proceeding. In that petition, IBEW indicated that it was concerned about the following

issues: “the impact of the transaction on FirstEnergy’s operations in Pennsylvania

(including the safety and reliability of service); impacts on the employees of FirstEnergy,

including any changes in employment levels, pension and other post-retirement benefits

(and the assets necessary to ensure the provision of those benefits); and other potential

employment-related impacts.”

IBEW did not file testimony or participate in the hearings in this matter. IBEW,

however, has carefully reviewed the voluminous discovery produced by the Joint

Applicants, as well as the testimony filed by all parties. IBEW also actively engaged in

settlement negotiations with the Joint Applicants.
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Based on its review of the documents, record evidence, and the Joint Petition for

Partial Settlement (“Settlement”) IBEW has concluded that the Settlement adequately

addresses IBEW’s concerns before this Commission and is in the public interest.

In particular, the Settlement, in conjunction with the Joint Applicants’ testimony,

provides some certainty for FirstEnergy employees during a reasonable transition period.

FirstEnergy has committed that it will not reduce its utility workforce (such as line and

substation workers) as a result of the merger. Joint Applicants St. 1 (Alexander), p. 14.

The Settlement also contains provisions to ensure the safety and reliability of

FirstEnergy’s distribution service. Paragraphs 51 and 52 of the Settlement deal

specifically with FirstEnergy reliability issues. These provisions help to ensure that

FirstEnergy’s attempts to achieve synergy savings from the merger will not come at the

expense of the safety and reliability of its service to Pennsylvania consumers.

WHEREFORE, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers respectfully

requests the Administrative Law Judges and Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission to

approve the proposed transaction subject to all of the terms and conditions of the Joint

Petition for Partial Settlement.
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